NOTES ON INSTALLING DREADMEISTER CUSTOM SKULL BUTTONS!!

Unfortunately not all machine head manufacturers make their tuner shafts the same size. So if you find your Skull
Buttons are a little loose there are some things you can try!
A) If slightly loose, a simple wrap of Cello tape around the centre shaft works wonders.
B) If very loose then we suggest the following using Epoxy glue available from your local DIY or Hardware store.
Epoxy is a great way to deal with it. In my experience some things I would suggest when doing this are....
1) Smear the shaft with Vaseline and anywhere else you DO NOT want the epoxy to stick to including the small
screw. (DO NOT GET ANY ON THE SKULL BUTTON!)
2) Fill the skull hole with epoxy. (The hole on the underside of the Skull Button)
3) Put on the skull knobs and fasten the little screw firmly. (DO NOT TURN MACHINE HEADS, you don't want
the glue to be pushed out.)
4) Set the guitar on its side up side down so that the Epoxy does not run out while it hardens. (When I say upside
down, I just mean in a way the Epoxy glue stays in the hole of the skull button and doesn't run out!)
5) Once the epoxy has set remove buttons, clean up Vaseline, trim off any excess epoxy and presto your ready to
JAM!
NOTE: 5 Minute or quick set epoxy may go hard too fast. Be aware that you want a bit of time to work with the
Epoxy once you have mixed it. 24 Hour Epoxy May be a better option!
Any questions, email me scott@dreadmeister.com
Rock ON!!
Sid
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